Nurse Call System

790

CODE BLUE RESPONSE

Streamlined Notification to Speed Response
Multiple modes of annunciation alert caregivers to critical events

When seconds
count…
Provider 790 gives
you the tools to
respond quickly

Code blue alarms must mobilize
a team of caregivers and direct
them to the patient in cardiac
arrest as quickly as possible.
Traditional methods of calling
the operator to overhead page
the crash team can waste
precious moments. With the
Provider 790 system you have
multiple facility-wide code blue
alerting options to quickly notify
the crash team:

Centralized Notification
For instant code call notification at your facility’s switchboard or
centralized dispatch area, a code call from anywhere across the
entire Provider 790 nurse call network annunciates at one or more
central locations via large flat panel displays or nurse consoles. The
nurse console code call tones immediately direct attention to the

Speed response
with:
• Centralized
notification
• Automated
overhead pages
• Wireless crash
team alerts

active code call while the large display includes the room number and
descriptive location. From the nurse console, the code calls can be
answered and confirmed, if desired.
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CODE BLUE RESPONSE

Automatic Code Announcements
Precious seconds are saved when the public address announcement
for code calls is automated. Provider 790 integrates with your facility’s

Integrated code
timer shows
exactly how

public address system for instant code call announcements including
the room number, nursing unit name, location
within facility, and instructions. Provider
790’s multiple zone outputs give you the
flexibility to determine what areas should

long the call has

receive the announcement,

been active

announcement lets mobile

while the “call canceled”
caregivers know that an
accidental call has been
cleared.

Wireless crash team notification
Critical information can be missed if your facility only relies on public
address announcements for emergency events. Complementing
announcements with messages to a caregiver’s smart phone, SIP
wireless phone, or pocket pager means everyone on the crash team
gets the same information at the same time. A single code blue
button press from anywhere in the facility immediately alerts the crash
team with the room number and bed over their wireless devices.

Any code button

Provider 790’s unique SIP Group Alert technology often eliminates the

in the same room

simultaneously to an emergency event.

need for expensive middleware to alert multiple smart or SIP phones

can initiate the

The multiple Provider 790 code blue

code timer

type of patient or staff call. Create local

alerting options are also available for any
and facility-wide crash teams for different
types of events including “Staff Emergency”
and “Bed Exit” alerts. Using these alerting options,
caregivers are immediately notified of any type of
critical event so they can respond as quickly as possible.

To learn more about Provider 790’s alerting options,
call Jeron at 1-800-621-1903 or visit us at www.jeron.com
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